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ABSTRACT 

The solution of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation leads to syrnplectic 

pencils of matrices. Normal forms of such pencils under symplectic equivalence are 

determined. Special attention is given to characteristic roots of modulus 1 and their 

corresponding elementary divisors and inertial invariants. 

1. INTRODUCTION: THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION 

The motivation for our study comes from the linear-quadratic regulator 
problem for discrete-time systems (see e.g. [l, 9, lo]). Consider the linear 
system 

x(k+l)=Fx(k)+Bu(k), x(O) = x07 

Y(k) = Wk), k=0,1,2 ,..., 
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together with the cost functional 

where F, B, C, T, and R are complex matrices whose dimensions are 
consistent with x(k)~ C”, us C”, Y(IC)E c9, and where R is positive 
definite (R > 0) and T is positive semidefinite (T > 0). Define 

r = BR-‘B* and Q = C*TC, 

and let G and D be matrices such that 

I=GG* and Q=P*P. 

If the pair (F, B) is stabilizable and if 
( ) 

F is detectable, then there exists an 

optimal control 6(k) which minimizes V (see [IO]). The control law can be 
derived from the discrete maximum principle [17, 91. The hamiltonian 
formalism applied to 

H(k)=~[x(k)*C*Z’Cx(k)+u*(k)Ru(k)]+p*(k+l)r(k+l)] (1.1) 

leads to a system of linear difference equations which couples the state x(k) 
with the adjoint state p(k), namely 

x( k + 1) = Fx( k) - BR-‘B*p( k + l), 

p(k) =C*TCx(k)+ F*p(k +l). (1.2) 

Under the given assumption we have p(k) = Xx(k). The matrix X is a 
solution of the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation 

X - F*XF + F*XB( R + B*XB) -‘B*XF - Q = 0. (1.3) 

The optimal control zi: is of the form 

G(k)=-(R+B*J?B)-‘B*XFx(k), 
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where ff is the unique positive semidefinite solution of (1.3). The minimal 
cost V is given by 

Furthermore, the closed-loop system 

is asymptotically stable, or equivalently, all the eigenvalues of the matrix 

lie in the open unit disc. 
To the linear first-order difference equation (1.2) corresponds a matrix 

pencil. We rewrite (1.2) as 

and put 

M=( _FQ f) and L=(i i*). (1.4) 

It is the pencil M - ZL and its (finite and infinite) elementary divisors and 
Jordan chains which determines the solution space of (1.2). From Pappas, 
Laub, and Sandell [16], de Sousa, Gevers, and Goodwin [6], Mehrmann 113, 
141, and other authors we know that the pencil M - ZL also plays a crucial 
role in the study of the algebraic Riccati equation (1.3). 

In this first section we focus on Equation (1.3) and put together the basic 
facts on the pencil M - zL. We shall see how certain assumptions on 
elementary divisors of M - ZL or on factorizations of det(M - .zL) are 
essential for the existence of solutions of (1.3). Only hermitian matrices 
which satisfy (1.3) will be considered as solutions of (1.3). 
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LEMMA 1.1. 

(a) Suppose U, V, and A are complex n x n matrices which satisfy 

(5 :‘)(;)=(i FT*)($ 

C(Y) V is nonsingular, 
(p) VU-’ is hermitian, and 
(Y) Z + G*(VU-‘)G is nonsingular, 

then 

x=vu-’ 

is a solution of (1.3). 

(b) Zf X is a solution of (1.31, then (1.5) holds with 

(vi=(:) 
and 

A=(z+rX)-‘F. 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

Furthermore we have 

(M-zL)(; ;)=W[(; :‘)-z(:, ;)I> (1.8) 

where D = D* = (I + rX)-‘T and 

w= z+;x ;)(,i, y). ( 
Proof. Let us first note a useful matrix identity (see e.g. [7, p. 31) which 

involves r = GG*. We have 

(Z+rX)-‘=I-G(Z+G*XG)-‘G”X. (1.9) 
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Part (a): If U is nonsingular, then (1.5) is equivalent to 

( -FQ Y)(:) = (; FT*)( :)A, (1.10) 

where X = VU- ’ and I% = UAU-‘. Assumption (y) implies that Z + IX is 
nonsingular. From F = (I + TX)A and - Q + X = F*Xi follows 

-Q+X=F*X(Z+TX)-‘F. (1.11) 

According to (1.9) the equations (1.3) and (1.11) are the same. 
Part (b): If X is a solution of (1.31, then we have 

-Q+X=F*X[Z-G(Z+G*XG)-‘G*X]F. 

Using (1.9) again, we see that (1.11) h ld o s and (1.10) is satisfied with 

h = (I + TX)-‘F. It is easy to verify (1.8). n 

Let J be the 2n X2n matrix given by 

,=I,,=( -“z :). 

As Q and P in (1.4) are hermitian, we have 

MJM * = LJL* . (1.12) 

A nonsingular pencil M - ZL with the property (1.12) is called sympkctic. If 
L is nonsingular, then M - zL is equivalent to L-‘M - zZ, and S = L-‘M 
satisfies SJS* = J. By a slight abuse of terminology we call such an S a 
(complex) symplectic matrix and define the subgroup Sp of G1(2n, C) by 

Sp={SISJS*= J]. 

LEMMA 1.2. Let P and R be two non-singular 2n X2n matrices. For all 
symplectic pencils M - zL the equivalent pencil P(M - zL)R is also symplec- 
tic if and only if CR is a symplectic matrix fm some c E C. 

Proof. If S E Sp, then Z - ZS is a symplectic pencil. Assume that the 
pencil P(Z - zS)R is symplectic for all S E Sp. Then R-‘SR E Sp for all 
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S E Sp, i.e., R is in the normalizer of Sp in GI(2n,C). Hence [8] we have 
CR E Sp for some nonzero number c. The “if’ part of the lemma is obvious. 

n 

DEFINITION. Two symplectic pencils M - ZL and M' - .zL' are said to 
be symplectically equivalent if there is a nonsingular matrix P and a 
symplectic matrix R such that 

M’-zL’= P(M-zL)R. 

Note that 

is symplectic if and only if X is hermitian. Hence the pencils M - zL and 

in (1.8) are symplectically equivalent. 
The main feature of symplectic pencils is a pairing of characteristic roots 

A and A-’ and of corresponding elementary divisors. [We say A is a 
characteristic root if det( M - AL) = 0.1 The following result can be found in 
[16] and [6]. W e g ive a proof which does not use Jordan chains. 

THEOREM 1.3 (See [16, 61). Let M - ZL be a symplectic pencil. If A # 0 
is a characteristic root and (z - A)k is a corresponding elementary divisor, 
then (z - i-‘jk is also an elementary divisor of M - .zL. To each elementary 
divisor of the fnm z”’ corresponds an infinite elementary divisor of degree m. 

Proof. Let S and T be nonsingular such that 

'l;" ' )T, 
I-ZN 

(1.13) 

where N is nilpotent. Then A - zl contains the finite and I - zN the infinite 
elementary divisors of M - zL. As S(M - zL) is also a symplectic pencil, it is 
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no loss of generality to assume S = 1. Let T be partitioned according to 
(1.13) as 

Then 

M-(T) and L,=(;;~), 

and we have 

MJM* = 

and 

LJL* = 

Now (1.12) implies 

AT, JM* = T, JL*, T,JM” = NT,JL*, 

and (1.14) together with the trivial identities 

(1.14) 

yieIds 

IT, JM* = T, JM*, T, JL* = IT, JL” 

and 

(A-zZ)TeJM*=TeJ(L*-zM*) 

T,J(L*-zM*)=(Z-zN)T,JL*. 
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Hence 

A-21 0 
0 l-,-N 

= TJ( L* - zM*), 

and the pencil M - zL is equivalent to (zM - L>*. n 

NOTATION. Let CJ(Z) = ll(A, - Z) b e a complex polynomial with q(O) # 
0. Put y’(z) = l-l<1 - XV=>. We call f(z) = z”‘~(z) an unmixed polynomial if 
all the common zeros A of q and 4 satisfy \A( = 1. In particular, a polynomial 
f is unmixed if all its zeros lie in the closed unit disc. A sohrtion X of (1.3) 
will be called unmixed if the characteristic polynomial of its associated 
closed-loop matrix 

is unmixed. Finally, we say that 

det(M-ZL)=cz”‘q(,-)0(z), CEC (1.15) 

is an unmixed factorization if y is unmixed. 

In the case where the symplectic pencil M - ZL has no characteristic 
roots with modulus 1, the preceding theorem tells us that M - ZL is 
equivalent to a pencil of the form 

( A-z1 0 
0 I-.zli* 1 

and A can be chosen in such a way that det(A - ~1) and det(1 - =A*) have 
no zeros in common. Then 

det( M - zL) = det( A - zl) det( I- zA*) 

is an unmixed factorization. The situation with no unimodular characteristic 

roots arises when the pair (F, B) is stabilizable and F is detectable, i.e. 

when 
( 1 

= n 

for all A with IAl > 1 [16]. 
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In the sequel the characteristic roots (Y of M - zL with Ial = 1 will 
require special attention. We introduce the following condition. 

(E) All the elementary divisors of M - ZL which belong to characteristic 
roots (Y with 1oJ = 1 have even degree. 

Obviously (E) is sufficient for the existence of an unmixed factorization of 
det(M - zL). Why the condition (E) should be important for the algebraic 
Riccati equation (1.3) will become clear from the next theorem and Lemma 
1.1. 

THEOREM 1.4. Zf (E) holds and (1.15) is a given unmixed factorization, 

then there are nonsingular matrices K and R such that 

D= D*, (1.16) 

det(A-zZ) = ( -l)“lzmq(z). 

Zf R is partitioned into n X n blocks 

M(:i)=L(ti)A 

(1.17) 

(1.18) 

and F has full rank. 
( ) 

Proof. For (1.16) it is enough to consider a 2k X 2k Jordan block 

la 1 
. . 

B=B,k(a)= . : . 

* 1 
\ (Y 
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with loI= 1. Then B - ZZ is equivalent to 

( Bk( a) - zz ZE 

0 I I-zB,(a)* ’ 

where E = diag(O, . . . , 0,l). In order to verify (1.18) let 

be partitioned according to (1.17). Then (1.16) implies 

M(F)=(Ki)A and L(F)=(:l). 

Hence we have (1.18). n 

The matrix R in (1.16) and (1.17) yields a solution of (1.3) if the blocks U 
and V satisfy the three conditions (a)-(r) of Lemma 1.1. It turns out in the 
next lemma that we need not be concerned about the nonsingularity of 
Z + rX. Furthermore, if R in (1.16) can be chosen to be symplectic and if 
U- ’ exists, then X = VU-’ is necessarily hermitian. 

LEMMA 1.5. Let K and R be two nonsingular matrices such that (1.16) 
holds, and let R be partitioned as in (1.17). Zf U is nonsingular, then 
Z + T(VU- ‘) is nonsingular. 

Proof. Put X = VU-‘, W = blockdiag(U-‘, U*), and Z? = KW. Then 

(&+; +“j”ozz -? )> 
I-ZA* 

where A = UAU-’ and fi = UDU*. Hence we can assume in (1.16) that R 
is given as 
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(M-zL)R(; ;“)=K(; -jy; :“) 

x A-d ( 0 z*)(ii 7) 
follows 

where 

is nonsingular, and F = T - XS. Therefore 

(-“Q !)(i ;)=(“I ?2)(; ;) 

and 

(; ;*)(: ;)=(cl ?)(; i*). 

(1.19) 

From (1.19) we obtain C,, = 0, and (1.20) implies C, = I + FX. Thus 

c= z+rx ( * 0 1 . , 
and I + TX is nonsingular. 

LEMMA 1.6. Let 

( 1.20) 

be symplectic. lf V is nonsingular then X = VU-’ is hermitian. 
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Proof. If R is symplectic then R-i = - JR*J. Therefore 

Ii_‘= T* ( -s* 
-v* u* 1 

and WC have 

-v*u+u*v=o, 

and if U is nonsingular then 

-(VU-‘)*+vu-‘=o. 

The fact that there exists a matrix R which satisfies (1.16) and which is 
symplectic will follow from the results of the next section, where we set out 
to determine normal forms of symplectic pencils. We shall assume that 
condition (E) holds. It will be shown that under symplectic equivalence a 
decomposition into blocks of the form 

A - ,_I 
0 

D= D", 

can be achieved, where 

(A 1 \ 
A ‘. 

A= 
1 . 

\ h/ 

In the case of an elementary divisor (z - a)2’r’, \LY~ = 1, we have D = 

+ diag(0,. . . ,O, 1); in the case of a pair of elementary divisors (a - A)k, 
(1 - x - ‘z)~, we have D = 0. 

;2. A NORMAL FORM UNDER SYMPLECTIC EQUIVALENCE 

As a first step a given symplectic pencil is reduced to two blocks S - zl 
with S E Sp and M’ - zL’ where det(M’ - .zL’) = ( - 1)“‘~‘~. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let M - ZL be a symplectic pencil such that det(M - zL) 

= z”‘h(z), h(O) z 0. Then there are matrices P and R such that 

P(M-zL)=blockdiag(S-zZ,N-zZ,Z-zN*)R (2.1) 

and 

RJR* = blockdiag(J,_,,,Jz,,), (2.2) 

and N E C’“x’” is nilpotent and S is symplectic. The matrix S is determined 
up to symplectic similarity, the matrix N up to similarity. 

Proof. According to Theorem 1.3 the pencil M - zL is equivalent to 
blockdiag(A - zZ, N - .zZ, I - zN*) with a nilpotent m X m matrix N and a 
nonsingular matrix A. Since for any nonsingular P the two pencils M - ZL 
and P(M - zL) are symplectically equivalent, it is no loss of generality to 
assume 

M - ZL = blockdiag( A - zZ, N - zZ, Z - zN*) H. (2.3) 

Put II = HJH*. Then Tl= -II* and 

blockdiag(A,N,Z)fIblockdiag(A*,N*,Z) 

= blockdiag( Z, Z, N*) fIblockdiag( I, I, N). (2.4) 

Let II = (II,,), i, j = 1,2,3, be partitioned conforming to (2.3) so that (2.4) 
becomes 

AHI, AfIraN* AfIr, 

1: . 

N&N* NfI,, 

f&3 

It is not difficult to show that 
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For example, consider the equation AIli, = IliaN. Since A and N have no 
common eigenvalues, we have II,s = 0. The nonzero blocks in II satisfy 

and 

Now (2.6) implies 

AII,iA* = J.-l,, = - IIFi (2.5) 

NII,, = IlaaN. (2.6) 

blockdiag(Z,~,l,Z)(M-~L)=blockdiag(A-zZ,N-zZ,Z-zN*)I-i 

(2.7) 

with R = blockdiag(Z, I’Iis’, I) H and 

@I-i* = block diag( Il 1 1, I,,,) (2.8) 

As usual, the inertia In D of a hermitian matrix D is the triple of 
nonnegative integers containing the numbers of positive, negative, and zero 
eigenvalues of D. Since iJ is congruent to - i], we have In(iJ) = (n, n,O), 
and (2.8) implies In(iIl,,) = (n - m, n - m,O). Hence 

(2.9) 

for some nonsingular G. Put S = GAG-‘. From (2.7) we obtain 

blockdiag(G,n,‘,Z)(M-zL)=blockdiag(S-zZ,N-zZ,Z-zN*)R 

with R = blockdiag(G, I, Z)fi. Because of (2.5) the matrix S is symplectic, 
and it is obvious that (2.2) holds. 

To prove the last statement of the theorem let us consider a relation 

P,(M-zL)=blockdiag(S,-zZ,N,-zZ,Z-zN,*)R, 

with properties like those of (2.1). Put X = R,R-’ and Y = P,P-‘. Then X 
and Y are nonsingular and 

blockdiag(S,-zZ,N,--zZ,Z-zN,*)X 
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=Yblockdiag(S-zZ,N-zZ,Z-zN*). 

Since equivalent pencils have the same elementary divisors, the matrices S, 
and S are similar, as are N, and N. Arguments like those used above for II 
show that 

X=Y=blockdiag(X,,X,,X,*). 

Hence S,X, = X,S. From 

RJR* = R,]R: = blockdiag(J,-2,n,J~,n) 

we obtain X, J,_s,,XyC = ],,-2,n. Thus X, is a symplectic similarity of S, 

and S. W 

On the right-hand side of (2.1) two distinct pencils appear, namely 
S - zZ, S E Sp, and 

(2.10) 

where N’” = 0. We call the matrix S a sympbctic component and N a 
nilpotent component of M - zL. The last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
with the matrix X = blockdiag(X,, X,, X,*> shows that two symplectic 
pencils are symplectically equivalent if and only if their symplectic compo- 
nents are symplectically similar and their nilpotent components are similar. 

The pencil (2.10) can easily be reduced further. Let T be a matrix which 
transforms N into Jordan form, 

TNT-‘=blockdiag(N,,...,N,)=g, 

where the Jordan blocks Nj have size m, X m,. The matrix c = 
block diag(T- ‘, T *) is symplectic, and 

‘&-1(&f’_ &‘)z = 

Hence there exists a matrix R’ such that 
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and 

C-‘(Ml-zL’)R’=blockdiag(Q,,...,fl,), (2.11) 

where 

i=l,...,r. (2.12) 

The reduction of the pencil S - ZI leads to the problem of finding a 
normal form of a symplectic matrix S under symplectic similarity. Because 
S(iJ)S* = i], one can regard S as an isometry of a space with an indefinite 
inner product given by the hermitian matrix iJ and refer to [12] or [15]. One 
could also refer to papers of Cikunov [4, 51 and of Laub and Meyer [ll], 
which deal with real symplectic matrices. The results in [12] are too general 
for our purposes, since in our case iJ induces an indefinite inner product 
with signature zero. On the other hand [4, 5, lo] are also not directly 
applicable in our context, as we are dealing with complex spaces. The 
approach which is best suited for our purposes is described in [2] and [3]. 
Although Ciampi [2, 31 studies hamiltonian matrices, only small modifications 
are necessary to derive results on symplectic matrices along the lines of [2]. 
Therefore we shall present the basic result of Theorem 2.2 without proof. 
The case of eigenvalues (Y of S with lo] = 1 will be discussed separately. An 
appendix (Section 4) describes the inertial invariants introduced in (2.18) in 
a coordinate free setting. 

The notation M- * in (2.15) means (M*)-‘. 

THEOREM 2.2a. Let S E Sp be a symplectic matrix with elementary 
divisors (z - A~)~*,(z - X,:‘)ki, lh,j z 1, i = 1,. . , r, and (z - cyj)2mj, 11~~1 = 1, 

j=l ,...,s. Put 

j= blockdiag(Jk,,...,Jk.,Jml,.. 

Then there exists a matrix R which satisfies 

RjR*=j 

IlJ (2.13) 

and which transfi S into 

RSR-‘=blockdiag(C,,...,C,,A, ..,A,). (2.14) 
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The matrices Ci correspond to elementary divisors (z - Ai)ki,(~ - &:l)kc and 
are of the fm 

A,1 + N 0 
ci = 

0 cAiz+ N)-* 2kiX&k,’ 

The 2mj X2m, matrices Aj are symplectic; they correspond 
tary divisors (z - aj)““j. 

REMARK 2.3. The pencil 

hZ+N 

0 

is symplectically equivalent to 

(AZ+ N)-21 

0 

(2.15) 

to the elemen- 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

Proof. Multiply (2.16) on the left by blockdiag(Z,(AZ + N)*). n 

Let the rows of the matrix R in Theorem 2.2 be partitioned conforming 
to J in (2.13) as 

R=(Rj )...) zq,R, )..., RJT, 

and let gj E row span R j be such that 

g,(s - ajz)2’nj-1 # 0. 

Put 

a = a?nl/--lgj][ gj(S - 0!jZ)2a'Jp1] *. 
3 J 

(2.18) 

It is shown in the appendix that aj E R and aj f 0. Set ej = sign aj. The 
numbers l j~{l,-l}, j=l,..., s, which are associated to the elementary 
divisors (a - ojj2’“i are called the inertial invariants of S. Up to ordering of 
its entries the tuple (er.. . . , E,) is independent of the choice of R. 
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THEOREM 2.2b. Two symplectic matrices are symplectically similar if 
and only if they are similar and have the same inertial invariant-s. 

Because of Theorem 2.1 the preceding result can be extended to pencils. 
Let us define the inertial invariants of a symplectic pencil to be those of its 
symplectic component. 

THEOREM 2.3. Two symplectic pencils are symplectically equivalent if 
and only if they have the same (finite and infinite) elementary divisors and 
the same inertial invariants. 

We now focus on a 2 m X 2 m matrix A which is assumed to be symplectic 
with a single elementary divisor (z - a)2ttL, Ial = 1, and inertial invariant E. 
By a Cayley transformation we pass to hamiltonian matrices. Put 

B=(A-aZ)(A+aZ)-‘; (2.19) 

then BJ = - JB*, i.e., B is hamiltonian, and B is nilpotent with minimal 
polynomial 2 ‘I”. Let y be a row vector such that yB2”‘-l # 0. Then 

for some nonzero a E R. It is known (see e.g. [ll, 181) that there exists a 
symplectic matrix R such that 

where 

lo 1 
0 

N= 

\ 

1 

0 I 

and 

\ 

A=diag(O ,..., 0,I). 

(2.20) 
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From (2.19) we obtain A = cu(Z + BXZ - B)-‘. Hence 

An easy calculation shows that 

a(Z+N)(Z-N)_’ 2cue(Z-N)-‘A(Z+N*)-’ 

0 CY(z-N*)(z+N*)-l . 

Let T be a nonsingular matrix such that 

Put 

Ta(Z+N)(Z-N)-lT-l=aZ+N. 

P = blockdiag(T,T-*). 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Then P is symplectic and 

PAP-1 = ffzo+ N ( (,,:~)-* ’ ) 
where 

V=2T(Z- N)-'A(Z- N)-*T*(aZ+ N)-*. (2.23) 

Since A = (0,. . . ,0, l>r(O , . . , , 0, l), we can write V as a dyadic product V = W* 
with 

t)= (U ,,...,v,_~>'=~T(Z-N)-'(O ,..., 0,i)Y 

Note that u,_r f 0. Otherwise both (l,O,. . . ,OjT and (0,. . . ,O, ljT would be 
right eigenvectors of PAP-‘. But rank (A - (YZ) < 2m - 2 is impossible, as A 
is nonderogatory. Because u,_ 1 # 0, there exists a nonsingular matrix F = 
Cf,N’ such that 

Fv =(0 ,..., 0,l)Y 
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Since F commutes with N, we can replace T by FT in (2.211, (2.22), (2.231, 
which yields V= A(cuI + N)-*. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a symplectic 2 m X2 m matrix such that 
(z - CY)~“‘, IcxI = 1, is the only elementary divisor of A, and E is its inertial 
invariant. Then there exists a, symplectic matrix R such that 

mR-1 zz 
al+ N cA(aZ+ N)-* 

0 

where N is an upper triangular Jordan block and A = diag(O, 
pencil A - zl is symplectically equivalent to 

i 

(aZ+ N)-zl 

0 

Proof. It is easy to verify that the product 

is equal to (2.24). 

0, 1). The 

(2.24) 

We sum up the information contained in (2.11) and (2.121, in (2.15) and 
(2.17), and in (2.24). 

THEOREM 2.5. Let M - ZL be a symplectic pencil. Assume that condition 
(E) is satisfied; let (z - hi)ki,(~ - h,Y’)ki, [hiI # 1, i = 1,. . ., r, and (z - ,ii)2ki, 
Ih,l=l, i=r+l ,..., m, be the elementary divisors of M - zL, and let 
E,+lr..., E,, be its inertial invariants. Put 

and let 
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be of size 2k, X2ki with 

0 
A, = 

if IAil +I, 

diag( 0, . . . , 0,l) if Ih,l=l, 

where the matrix N is a nilpotent Jordan block as in (2.20). Then there exists a 
nonsingular matrix P and a matrix R which satisfies RJR? = jsuch that 

P(M-zL)R=blockdiag(H,,...,H,). 

A rearrangement of the blocks which make up the matrices Hi, R, and P 
yields a sharper version of Theorem 1.4. In view of Lemma 1.6 and of 
condition (j?) of Lemma 1.1, such a refinement is an important tool in our 

approach to solve the algebraic Riccati equation (1.3). Based on the results of 
this article and on those of [I9], a subsequent paper will deal with the 

existence of stabilizing and unmixed solutions of (1.3). 

THEOREM 2.6. Let M - zL be a sympbctic pencil and let det(M - zL) = 
cz”q(z)q’(z) be a given unmixed factorization. Zf (E) holds, then M - zL is 
symplectically equivalent to a pencil of the fm 

A-zZ -zD 
0 

D= D*, 

where det(A - zZ) = (- l)“‘zfnq(z). 

3. THE RICCATI PENCIL 

In this section we return to the 2 n X 2 n pencil 

(3.1) 

which is related to the algebraiq, squation (1.3). The assumptions are 
P=GG*.Oand Q.O. Let.>,, il) a Riccati pencil. We are going to 
discuss some features related’n ocular characteristic roots of .M - zL. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose (1.3) has a solution X. Then A # 0 i.s a chum&iris- 
tiz root of the Riccati pencil (3.1) if and only if A or h - ’ is an eigenvalue of 

Fx=(Z+rX)-‘F=F-G(Z+G*XG)-‘G*XF. (3.2) 

Zf (Y is a characteristic root with I al = 1 then a is also an eigenvalue of F. 

Proof. If X is a solution, then (1.8) and (1.7) yield 

det(M-zL)=cdet(Fx-zZ)det(Z-zF,*). 

Hence Ial = 1 and det(M - aL) = 0 imply that a is an eigenvalue of F,. It 
is well known (see e.g. [6]) that X satisfies the discrete-time Lyapunov 
equation 

X - F,*XF, = Q + F*XG( Z + G*XG) -2G*XF. 

Let y be an eigenvector of F, such that F, y = a y, y # 0, Ial = 1. Then 

0 = y*( X - F,*XF,) y = y*Qy + y*F*XG( Z + G*XG) -2G*XFy. 

Thus Qy = 0 and G*XFy = 0, and from (3.2) we obtain F, y = Fy = ay. n 

In Lemma 3.2 we state a result for matrices of rational functions. It will 
be used in the special case of the pencil 

A - zz - ZD 
0 I-ZA* 

I . (3.3) 

I..et A be the ring of those complex rational function which have no pole at 
(Y. The local ring A is a principaJ ideal domain with maximal ideal (z - a). If 
F and S are two n x n matrices *rer A which have the same elementary 

divisors, we write F 2 S. In other Is, UFV - S for some matrices U and 
V which are invertible in Anx”. 

For a complex polynor$al f(z) = Mine j by f(z) = C.&“, and 
for h = f/g E C(Z) put h =f/g. h 4&>> is an n X n matrix of 
rational functions, then A is defined by A = (X,,(z-‘)). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let a EC be such that Ial = 1. Assume that FE Anx” and 
r E A” x * have the properties 

~)j~f& ,..., l,(z-a)kl,..., (z-a)kr) and O<klg ... gk,, 
ii -, 

(iii) r(a)< 0. 

Put 

Then we have 

P z diag( 1 ,..., l,(z-a)2k1 ,..., (z-a)“‘) 

zjand only if 

(3.4) 

Proof. If U and V are invertible in A” Xn such that UFV = S = 
diag(1,. . . , l,(z - aJkl,. . . ,(z - ajkr> then 

For S and UI’C? conditions of the form @-(iii) are satisfied. For z = a we 
have rank( F(z), zI’(z)) = rankWz), zU(z)l%)&)). Hence we can assume 
without loss of generality F * blockdiag(Z, F,), where 

Let I’ be partitioned conforming to F: 

r 
r = ( 1 F G2. 

21 2 
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Then P 2 blockdiag(Z, P,) with 

We want to show that (3.4) is equivalent to rs(cr) < 0. Because F,(a) = 0, 
it is obvious that (3.4) holds if and only if 

rank(zTzl(z), zT,(z))=r for z = (Y. (3.5) 

Suppose I’,(a) is singular and T,(cu)b = 0, b # 0. Then 

(0 6*)r(a)(fl)=b*I.,(a)b=o, 

and (iii) implies 

(0 b*)r(a)=b*(r,,(4, arz(4)=o, 

which is incompatible with (3.5). On the other hand, if rs(o) is nonsingular, 
then we have (3.5). Therefore it is no loss of generality to continue under the 
assumption that r = n and F = F2 = diag((z - oY1,. . . , CZ - cuY~~), 0 < k 1 < 
. . . < k,. Let us consider first the hypothesis that (3.4) or equivalently 

I’(a) < 0 holds. Then r z r-r E I, and elementary a-equivalent transforma- 
tions yield 

a 
P- l 0 I 

W'F 1 0 . 

Because r(o) < 0, all principal minors of T = @r-IF are nonzero. Since F 
is diagonal, the gcd of all u X v minors of T is (z - a)‘~, and e, = CrG12ki. 

Therefore T E F”F and 

PEdiag(l,..., l,(~-a)~~‘,..., (.~-a)‘~“). (3.6) 

Conversely, assume now that (3.6) holds. Since n elementary divisors of P 
are equal to 1, there must be an n X n submatrix H of P such that 
det H(a) # 0. But F(a) = 0; therefore H = zr. From (iii) follows T(a) < 0. 
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. 
n 

Condition (E) is closely related to the B-controllability of eigenvalues (Y 
of F. Recall that I = BR-‘B* and R > 0. Hence 

rank(F-oZ, I’)=rank(F-al, B). 

THEOREM 3.3. Let (1.3) have a positive semidefinite solution X, and let 
(2 - (y)ki, i = 1 ,...,r, be the elementary divisors of F,=(Z+ TX)-‘F which 
belong to an eigenvalue CY with IcxI = 1. Then 

M-zLzdiag(I ,..., l,(~-a)~~‘,..., (z-(Y)~~‘) (3.7) 

is equivalent to 

rank(F-crZ, r)=n. (3.8) 

Zf (3.8) holds f or all CY with ICYI = 1, then the Riccati pencil (3.1) satisfies 
condition (E), and all inertial invariants of (3.1) are equal to - 1. 

Proof. According to (1.8) the pencil M - .zL is symplectically equivalent 

to 

( A - zz -2D 
0 1 I-zll* ’ (3.3) 

where A = F, and D = D* = (I + I’X)-‘r > 0. Lemma 3.2 applied to the 
pencil (3.3) shows that (3.7) is equivalent to 

rank(A-aZ, -cuD)=n. 

The definitions of A = F, and of D yield 

rank( A - cul, - CYD) = rank( F - LYZ, r), 

If (3.7) holds for all cy with loI= 1, then we have (E). Using arguments 
which lead to Theorem 2.5, one can assume A = blockdiag(A,, . . . , A,) with 
Ai = hiZ + N and D = blockdiag( D,, . . . , 0,) where Dj + 0 if IAil # 1. Then 
D > 0 implies l i = - 1 for all inertial invariants. n 
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4. APPENDIX: 1NERTIAL INVARIANTS 

Let V be a complex 2n-dimensional vector space, and let o : V X V + C 

be an indefinite inner product on V which has the following properties: For 
all x,x,,x,,y E V and for all ci,cs E @ we have 

(1) o(crxr + c,x,, y) = CIO(X1, y)+ c,w(x,, y>. 

(2) w(y,x)= -o(r,y), 
(3) w(*, *) is nondegenerate, i.e., if o(x, yO> = 0 for all x E V then 

Yo = 0. 

A subspace U of V is called isotropic if o(u, w) = 0 for all u, w E V. If 

(4) V = U,8 Us and U,, IJ, are isotropic, 

then io is a hermitian form on V with signature 0. We call the pair (V, 01 an 
so-space if (I)-(4) are satisfied. 

For our definition the Lagrange splitting in (4) is essential, In the case of 
real symplectic spaces (which involve nondegenerate skew symmetric bilin- 
ear forms) condition (4) is a consequence of (I)-(3). 

Let 

B=(b,,...,b,,) (4.1) 

be a basis of V, and let 

o=(“(b,,bj)), i,j = 1 ,...,2n, (4.2) 

be the matrix of the inner product corresponding to B. Then a= - fI* and 
R is nonsingular. Condition (4) is equivalent to the existence of a symplectic 
basis X=(s 1,. . . , sZn) for which (o(si, sj)) = J holds. 

A subspace U of V is called nondegenerate [an so-subspacel if 01” is 
nondegenerate [(U, 01”) is an so-subspace]. In the following it will often be 
convenient to denote the inner product by [ *, *I, so that [x, y] = &, y). 

Let u be an isometry of V, i.e. an endomorphism of V which satisfies 
lx, yl= [ax,uyl for all x,y E V, and let B and fi be as in (4.1) and in (4.2). 
If S = (a,,) is the matrix representation of u with respect to the basis B 
such that db,)= C~ll~I(vbv, K = I,..,,2n, then SRS*= a. In the case of a 
symplectic basis (with Q = J) the matrix S is symplectic. 
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The decomposition (4.3) below leads to the block diagonal form (2.14). 

THEOREM 4.1. tit (V,o) be an s,-space, and let u be an isomety 
of V with elementary divisors (z - A,)% - X;‘)kl, IAil # 1, i = 1,. . . , r, and 
(2 - a,)‘j, laJl = 1, j = 1,. . . , s. Then there exists an orthogonal decomposition 
of V into a-invariant subspaces 

with the following properties: Wi is an s,qvace, Wj = Wil@W,, with dim W,, 
= dimW,z = ki, both W,, and Wi, are isotropic and u-invariant, alw,, and 

a(w,, have minimal polynomial (z - Aijki and (z - x;l)kd respectivelyl, the 
subspaces Uj are nondegenerate, dim U, = t,, and Cz - aJP IS the minimal 
polynomial of al”,. 

Let Ial = 1 be an eigenvalue of a, and assume that (z - a)’ appears p 
times in the sequence of elementary divisors of u. Let 

be the direct sum of those p subspaces in (4.3) which correspond to (z - a)‘. 

LEMMA 4.2. Put 0 = U/(a - a)U, and dejne 

y(~,~)=a’-l[r,(O-~y)~-ly] 

for Z=x+(cr-a)U, Fj=y+(a-a)U, x,y~U. Then r:uXfi+@ is a 
well-defined non&generate form on 6 which satisfies 

y(c,q + c&g) = clr(r,>S) + C,YG,,G) 

and 

Y(&f)=(-l)‘m. (4.4) 

Proof. Since c is an isometry, we have 

[XG -a)~] =[(a-‘-Z)r,y], 
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and loI= 1 yields 

[x,(u - c.u)y] = - iF[(u - cy)VY]~ 

Hence 

[(fl-~)iX,(@--)kY]=O if i+k&t, (4.5) 

and x, y E U. From (4.5) it follows that y is well defined. In order to show 
that y is nondegenerate, let o and o be restricted to U and to U X U, 
respectively. Let 5 = 0 + (a - (Y)U be such that y(U, ij) = 0 for all U E U. 
Then [u, (a - ar)“- ‘u] = 0 for all u E U. Since U is nondegenerate, we have 
(o - a)“-‘~ = 0. Therefore 2) E Ker(a - ~y)~-’ = Im(a - a) = (a - a)U and 
V = 0. The property (4.4) can be verified as follows: 

- - 
T(Y,X) = a yy,(u - cxyx] 

=Ly t-y - (y),-l[(u _a)~-ly,ur-lx] 

=(-l)‘-‘[(u-a)t-‘y,(u-cY+~)~-lx] 

=(-l)‘y(E,. 

Only the case where the degree of (z - cu)’ is even will be of interest 
here. 

LEMMA 4.3. Let Y be a nondegenerate u-invariant subspace of V such 
that dim Y = 2m and (z - crjztn, I(YI= 1, is the only elementary divisor of CT Iy, 
Then Y is an s,-subspace of V. 

Proof. Since (.z - a)“” is the minimal polynomial of u on Y, there 
exists a vector x0 E Y such that (a - (~)~‘~-~x~ # 0. Define xi = (U - a)“~,, 
i=o ,...,2m-I., and put 

n=([Xi>Xk])> i,k=O ,..., 2m-1. 
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From [xi, xk] = [(v - a)‘x,,(a - CI)~X,] and (4.5) it follows that [xi, xk] = 0 if 

i + k > 2m. We know that R = - R*. Hence 

where M = - M* and Q is nonsingular. Put 

Then 

TnT*=( _oQ “b), 

which shows that Y is an s,-subspace. H 
If t = 2m, then the form y in (4.4) is hermitian. Its inertia is completely 

determined by U. The inertial invariants introduced via (2.18) are now 
derived from a matrix representation of y. 

LEMMA 4.5. Let U, c, and y be as in Lemma 4.3, and assume t = 2m. 
Let g, E Uy, i = 1,. . . , p, be vectors such that (a - ~y)~“‘-‘g~ f 0. Put .& = 
gi + ((T - cu)U. Then 

Y(Ei,Zi)=ff 
2m-l[ gi,(u - aygi] = EilCil-2, (4.6) 

where q ~(1, -1) andci ~0. Furtheye, G=(c,g,,...,c,g,) is a basis of 
0, and the matrix of y with respect to G is given by diag(e,, . . . , E,). 

Proof. Since y is a nondegenerate hermitian form on U,P/(o - (Y)U~ 
we see that sign l i in (4.6) is independent of the choice of gi. n 
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